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Figure 6.3: Customizing the display of information messages

6.2 Customizing Error Messages

Error messages can be customized in the same way as information mes-

sages, but they also support additional features. They can be displayed

in a group or individually next to the input field associated with the

error. The labels and input fields that are in error can be highlighted.

The message text can be modified. With all these features, we can dis-

play error messages so that they fit in well with the look and feel of our

web application.

Error Messages in a Group

Much like the <s:messages/> tag, the <s:errors/> tag generates HTML

code using the values defined in StripesResources.properties. The keys

start with stripes.errors and have the default values shown in the fol-

lowing code. This displays error messages as in the example shown in

Figure 6.4, on the next page.

Download email_07/res/StripesResources.properties

stripes.errors.header=<div style="color:#b72222; font-weight: bold">\

Please fix the following errors:</div><ol>

stripes.errors.beforeError=<li style="color: #b72222;">

stripes.errors.afterError=</li>

stripes.errors.footer=</ol>
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Figure 6.4: The default display of error messages

Let’s modify these values to display error messages in a box with an

error icon, as illustrated in Figure 6.5, on the following page:

Download email_08/res/StripesResources.properties

stripes.errors.header=<div class="errors">\

<img src="images/error.gif"/>

stripes.errors.beforeError=<p>

stripes.errors.afterError=</p>

stripes.errors.footer=</div>

Download email_08/web/css/style.css

div.errors {

display: block;

border: 2px solid #880000;

margin-bottom: 8px;

background-color: #FFDDDD;

}

div.errors p {

font-weight: bold;

color: #880000;

margin: 0;

}

As we can see, we did that much in the same manner as we changed

the display of information messages.
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Figure 6.5: Customizing the display of error messages

Error Messages Next to Fields

Stripes makes it easy to display error messages individually, next to

each corresponding field, as in Figure 6.6, on the next page. This is

nice because the user doesn’t have to read the error messages at the

top and then scan down the form to figure out to which field each

message refers.

If you indicate the name of a field in the field= attribute of the <s:errors>

tag, only the error messages for that field will be displayed. The value

for field= must match the name= attribute of the corresponding input

field. For example, this would display error messages concerning the

contact’s email next to the email field:

<td>Email:</td>

<td><s:text name="contact.email"/></td>

<td><s:errors field="contact.email"/></td>

After adding <s:errors> tags with the field= attribute next to each input

field, we can remove the <s:errors/> tag at the top. Now, to display the

messages with the error icon, the entries that start with stripes.fieldErrors

must be modified:

Download email_09/res/StripesResources.properties

stripes.fieldErrors.header=

stripes.fieldErrors.beforeError=<img src="images/error.gif"/>\

<span class="error">

stripes.fieldErrors.afterError=</span><br/>

stripes.fieldErrors.footer=
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Figure 6.6: Displaying error messages next to input fields

We can use the error class on the <span> tag to display the error text

in bold and red:

Download email_09/web/css/style.css

span.error {

font-weight: bold;

color: #880000;

padding: 8px;

}

This will display error messages as in Figure 6.6.

Highlighting Errors

Stripes automatically adds class="error" to labels and input fields that

are in error, as long as they are created with Stripes tags. We’re already

using the <s:text> tag for the text fields; we need to use an <s:label>

tag to take advantage of this feature for labels. To associate a label to an

input field, place the name of the field in the for= attribute of <s:label>.

For example:

Download email_10/web/WEB-INF/jsp/contact_form.jsp

<tr>

<td><s:label for="contact.email">Email:</s:label></td>

<td>

<s:text name="contact.email" class="required"/>

</td>

<td><s:errors field="contact.email"/></td>

</tr>

<%-- same for other fields --%>
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Joe Asks. . .

How Can I Display Error Messages in More Than One Way?

Changing the values in the StripesResources.properties file sets
the display of error messages for the whole application. We
can override these settings in a page by nesting the <s:errors-
header>, <s:individual-error>, and <s:errors-footer> tags within
<s:errors>:

<s:errors>
<s:errors-header>code for header goes here</s:errors-header>
code before each message goes here
<s:individual-error/>
code after each message goes here
<s:errors-footer>code for footer goes here</s:errors-footer>

</s:errors>

For example, if we wanted to keep the Stripes defaults in Stripes-

Resources.properties and use the error box just for the contact
form, we would have replaced the <s:errors/> tag in con-

tact_form.jsp with this:

<s:errors>
<s:errors-header>

<div class="errors">
<img src="images/error.gif"/>

</s:errors-header>
<p>

<s:individual-error/>
</p>
<s:errors-footer>

</div>
</s:errors-footer>

</s:errors>

We can customize field-specific error messages in the same
way—just specify the field= attribute in the <s:errors> tag.

This gives us the possibility of having the most-often used error
message display configured in StripesResources.properties and still
have as many different ways of displaying error messages as we
need.

CLICK HERE to purchase this book now.
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Combining Global and Field-Specific Errors

You can create error messages that are not associated with a
specific field with the addGlobalError( ) method of the Validation-

Errors class. These global errors will not be displayed if you have
only <s:errors field="..."/> tags. Adding the plain <s:errors/> tag
displays global errors but duplicates the field-specific error mes-
sages. To combine the display of global and field errors, add
the globalErrorsOnly="true" attribute to the <s:errors/> tag. This
way, you can display global errors in a group and field-specific
errors next to fields:

<s:form ...>
<s:errors globalErrorsOnly="true"/>
...
<td>Email:</td>
<td><s:text name="contact.email"/></td>
<td><s:errors field="contact.email"/></td>
...

</s:form>

Highlighting the labels and text fields that are in error is now a simple

matter of some CSS code:

Download email_10/web/css/style.css

input.error {

border: 2px solid #880000;

background-color: #FFDDDD;

}

label.error {

color: #880000;

font-weight: bold;

text-decoration: underline;

}

This will highlight errors as shown in Figure 6.7, on the next page.

Notice that both the labels and the fields that are in error are high-

lighted.

If the error class is not enough to highlight tags as we require, we can

take full control of how tags are rendered when they are in error by

implementing the TagErrorRenderer interface:

public interface TagErrorRenderer {

void init(InputTagSupport tag);

void doBeforeStartTag();

void doAfterEndTag();

}
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Figure 6.7: Highlighting labels and input fields for errors

The DefaultTagErrorRenderer adds the class="error" attribute to tags that

are in error. If the tag already had another class= defined, such as

"myClass", the renderer produces class="error myClass" to preserve any

previously specified CSS classes.

Suppose we want to display ** after tags that are in error, as illustrated

in Figure 6.8, on the following page. We can do this with a simple imple-

mentation of TagErrorRenderer:

Download email_11/src/stripesbook/ext/MyTagErrorRenderer.java

package stripesbook.ext;

public class MyTagErrorRenderer implements TagErrorRenderer {

private InputTagSupport tag;

public void init(InputTagSupport atag) { tag = atag; }

public void doBeforeStartTag() { }

public void doAfterEndTag() {

try { tag.getPageContext().getOut().write("**"); }

catch (IOException exc)

{ throw new StripesRuntimeException(exc); }

}

}

TagErrorRenderer implementations are Stripes extensions, so having the

MyTagErrorRenderer class in the stripesbook.ext package is enough to have

it automatically loaded by Stripes. Remember that on page 117 we con-

figured stripesbook.ext in web.xml as an extension package with the Exten-

sion.Packages parameter.
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Figure 6.8: Using a tag error renderer

6.3 Changing the Text of Error Messages

When a validation error occurs, Stripes constructs an error message

based on the type of validation that failed, the name of the field, and

the value entered by the user. Although this gives messages that are

quite reasonable, we can change the text in two ways: by changing

the field label and keeping the rest of the text or by changing the text

completely. Let’s start with using different field labels.

Changing Field Labels

Stripes constructs a field label by taking the name of the field and sepa-

rating words based on dots (.) and uppercase letters. For example, "con-

tact.phoneNumber" becomes "Contact Phone Number". This label replaces

the {0} token in an error message, while {1} is replaced by the value

entered by the user. So if the user enters 555 in the contact.phoneNumber

field, the following message:

{1} is not a valid {0}

becomes the following:

555 is not a valid Contact Phone Number.

The label you want to appear in an error message may not corre-

spond to the name of the property. I’m sure you don’t want to change

property names just for labeling purposes. Instead, you can use the

label= attribute of @Validate, or you can define the label in the StripesRe-

sources.properties file. Let’s see how each technique works by changing

the labels for the fields of the Contact class.
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